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Interest for a NUMED Store Acquisition 
NUMED FRANCHISE UNIT 

This document should be filled when any party (individual of institution named NUMED Store Applicant “NSA”) has an interest in 

running its own NUMED Store in a given Territory*. It should be sent prior to any other document and does not engage or bind the 

Applicant in any contract or obligations towards the NFU. 

I- Personal Information 

First name:                  Family Name:  

e-mail:                        Mobile number:  

Address: Country: ________________ City: _______________ State: ________________ 

Education: 

University/Institution Degree (PhD, MS, BS, etc.) Major Subject Years (from-to) 

    

    

    

 

References (provide 3 references): 

Name Contact Number Relation with applicant Employer/Company 

    

    

    

 

II- Territory 

Territory of interest to open NUMED Franchise in 

Country: _____________________   Cities/states (when applicable):  

# of population in the Territory (millions):          

 

III- Franchise ownership and financing 

Are you currently of have you ever been a franchisee with your own or another company?    Yes     □             No    □ 

Franchise Name Franchise Products or 

services 

Territory (Country, City, 

etc.) 

Active/Inactive Role in the Company 

     

     

     

 

Have you ever owned a business entity?   Yes     □             No    □ 

Name of Entity Address Primary Products 

Services of Entity 

Your role within 

the Entity 

Percentage of 

Ownership 

Active/Inactive 
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Financial capital for Franchise investment:  Fresh capital    □  Business Loan   □ 

Tell us about yourself (your company, if applicable) and the reason why you are interested in becoming a Franchisee: 

 

 

 

I would like to submit my interest in becoming a NUMED Franchisee in the above-mentioned Territory and would appreciate 

reviewing my request in order to proceed further in the process of the NFU membership.  

                   Signature:           Date:   

* To help you define a Territory refer to this paragraph: Ideally, a Territory would be a whole country. Nevertheless, in countries where the 
geographical specificity implies, many Territories might coexist. For instance, in countries divided in big states or in big cities, where the market 
coverage would be considered difficult for all these Territories or cities by one Franchisee, different Franchisees might coexist per Territory or per 
city in the same country, some even in the same city. 
In all cases you will have an Exclusive Territory defined by: 1) a total population of a minimum of 2 000 000 and or 2) a geographic area extending 
inside a radius of 100 km from your location. The decision to have one or the 2 of the conditions satisfied will be at our own discretion nevertheless 
putting the best business practice and intentions in act. 

 

Reserved for the NFU – Marketing Department  

The below decision reflects the NFU willingness to continue throughout the next stages based on the proposition sent. The decision 

will be based on many factors such as Territory (already having an operating NFU in or near-by the Territory, the demographics and 

the eligibility of the applicant). This letter should be sent back to the applicant after filling the NFU reserved section within 15 days of 

submitting it. 

A positive reply means that the NSA has been considered as a potential candidate by the NFU but does not necessarily engage the 

NFU in any further proceeding nor sets a timeline for the continuity of the process 

Application number:          (day-month-year-specific Application number during this year (i.e. 4-10-2020-34)) 

Proceed to the next stage: Yes ☐           No ☐            Amendments needed ☐           

Reason(s) for not accepting (not mandatory to provide):  

 

 

 

 

Name:      Signature:     Date:  
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